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ABSTRACT 

The main objectives of moving abjects queries are to search 
for abjects that either lie in some specific areas (i.e., range 
queries) or are close to one specific location (i.e., kNN queries). 
Such queries have been previously studied considering ei
ther offiine database processes using some index techniques 
or online approaches where incoming data are processed to 
answer those queries "on the fly". The research presented 
in this paper considers hybrid queries applied to historical 
data as well as streaming data. When considering the spe
cific context of the maritime domain and moving abjects at 
sea, a key issue is to make a difference between covered and 
non covered areas (i.e., regions from where AIS positioning 
signals are either received or not received). This leads us 
to introduce the concept of "Black Hales" query where the 
objective is to identify regions respectively covered and non 
covered, this providing useful insights for maritime authori
ties in charge of the regulation of maritime transportation. 
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1. INTRODUCTION
Over the past few years, the fast emergence and prolifera

tion of position-based sensors and devices produce very large 
volumes of data that need to be continuously analyzed. The 
maritime field is one amongst many domains impacted by 
this phenomenon with the rapid development of vessel po
sitioning systems such as Automatic Identification Systems 

(AIS), Satellite AIS, Vessel Monitoring System (VMS) or 
Long Range Identification System (LRIT) that overall con
tribute to the real-time availability of large traffic data sets 
at sea. In particular, maritime transportation is a domain 
of increasingly intense traffic as the number of vessels nav
igating worldwide is in constant augmentation. Practically, 
ships are fitted out with almost real-time position report 
systems whose objective is to remotely identify and locate 
vessels (e.g., AIS real-time position reports). However, the 
current geographical coverage of these positioning systems 
is not complete. In fact, there still exists many areas from 
where position signals emitted from ships cannot be received 
as no antennas cover these regions, this being typically the 
case for AIS. In the remaining part of this paper we consider 
these specific areas as Black Hales and as regions were typ
ically AIS data emitted by ships cannot be received. Figure 
1 illustrates this notion of Black Hales, this map has been 
derived by extraction and visualization of AIS positions in 
the Aegan Sea. A regular grid has been applied to this map 
where at the bottom cell B can be identified as Black Hale 

because some vessels are going from cell A to cell C whereas 
no signal has been received from cell B. 

The concept of Black Hole and the related notions of cov
erage or non coverage of positions are closely related and of 
crucial importance at sea. Indeed, the monitoring and anal
ysis of mobilities at sea is particularly important for safety 
and security reasons. Mobility and behavior analysis could 
be used to detect illegal or criminal activities, risks at sea 
(flow of illicit products, illegal immigration, overfishing, pol
lution by hazardous materials, piracy, accidents , etc.), and 
more generally any violation to maritime regulations [11]. 

However, the issue is far from being straightforward. First 
Black Hales are likely to have fuzzy and fluctuating bound
aries that change over time as weather and atmospheric con
ditions are changing and as those have non negligible im
pacts on AIS signal transmission and reception. Moreover, 
AIS behavior with irregular positions reports and limited 
coverage reinforce the difficulties to search for those regions. 
In fact such concept of Black Hale should be studied at dif
ferent times in order to identify which areas are covered and 
uncovered. At a given time, one should ideally identify these 
uncovered regions in order to identify possible anomalies and 
suspicious behaviors, that is, difference between vessels that 
have their AIS emitter switched off to those that cross those 
specific regions with not enough signal emission, or even to 




















